Foundry—
A Platform to
Elevate Your Work

In order to be effective, courseware must reach its audience.
EVERFI’s Foundry platform enables program owners to easily
identify and administer, track completion and dig into the data
for courses and trainings. It streamlines your administrative
processes so that you can spend less time in the weeds and
more time acting on data insights.

FLEXIBLE USER MANAGEMENT
Create lists of learners and organize them by role, location,
start date, or custom groups. Identify the individuals and
groups of individuals to send training requests to.

PROGRESS AND COMPLETION TRACKING
Know at a glance how many learners have completed a
training and identify and reach out to those who have not.
Our dashboards make it easy to track progress including
completion and other progress information.

COURSE ASSIGNMENTS
Set it and forget it. Create learner profiles to determine who
should receive training and use one of three assignment options
to generate training requests:
• Quick Assignments: Assign learners from a list and map them
to an assignment schedule.
• Automatic Assignments: Define your learner profile and our
system will search nightly to identify and notify new individuals
that meet that assignment criteria.
• Localized Assignments: System will automatically identify
which compliance course version needs to be assigned to
learners based on the profile that the administrator has
uploaded.

SELF-SERVICE CUSTOMIZATIONS
Make the learner experience your company’s own with custom
pages, welcome letters, videos, and custom content including
internal and local resources. Foundry enables program owners to
quickly update and change these customizations at any moment.

DATA INSIGHTS
Administrator level users are able to visualize information about
the strengths of their organization and the perception, behaviors,
and experiences of their learners.
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